Hi
Why are we doing this?
What’s been accomplished?
What have we learned?
What’s left?
Questions
History
2008
Rietveld, Gerrit
I STEAL FORKS FROM RESTAURANTS
Why
Progress
“When can we make it the default?”

—Rob Pike
There's still a third contestant in editor-land, for me. It is acme, the odd editor from Plan 9 from Outer Space, the even-more-odd operating system from Bell Labs. There's no need to install Plan9 and fight against your current hardware. If you are in any kind of Unix derivative (Mac OS, Linux) you can install Plan9 from User Space, a port of most of Plan9 to work in user space (as you may guess.) Plan9 is a whole different thing from other Unix systems, and acme is an incredibly different beast from any other editor you know.

I can start with a screenshot of it:

This is acme.
TODO(product):
What’s Left?
Questions?
Thanks!